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Abstract—Network Selection is one of the difficult mechanisms 

in cognitive radios, when moving from 4G to 5G technology to 

address spectrum shortage issue and by achieve Fast delivery 

handover route with high speed data rate access, and also 

maintain the quality of service (QoS). The meddle (interference) 

occurred by all secondary users (SUs) in licensed network's 

must be minimum. From secondary networks point of view, to 

assign networks to all SUs in such a way that overall 

interference with licensed user and another unlicensed user 

must be minimum, enabling the adaptation of increasing SUs in 

network. We Proposed NN-PSO method for network selection 

and Fast Delivery Route mechanism in order to increase system 

efficiency by consider more  number of SUs in network and 

providing to their preferences, and respect the criteria of 

primary network operators, at the same time. Experimental 

results and numerical parameters represent the effectiveness of 

the proposed NN-PSO methods to finding a near-optimal 

solution for network selection. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The requirement of spectrum resources is predicted to 

increase significantly in 5G LTE networks. This requires 

wireless system designers to suggest an efficient spectrum 

management technique for improving QOS. Different point 

of views on 5G architecture are resented in [3][5] with key 

technologies such as massive MIMO, micro cells, energy 

efficient communications, cognitive radios etc. The 5G 

networks will mainly contain of network densification (the 

act of becoming more dense), i.e., densification over space 

and frequency. To enhance the available capacity of 

spectrum band by adding more cell sites, called network 

densification. Cell sites is mostly positioned in capacity-

strained areas for adding more capacity where it is most 

needed and would be help offload traffic from surrounding 

sites. There are two terms defined as; Densification over 

space: defined closed connection of n number of small cell. 

Densification over frequency: utilizing radio frequency or 

spectrum in different bands [7]. However, in wireless 

communication, self-fish spectrum sharing plays an 

important role in order to achieving hard goals for 5G 

environment. Spectrum would be also divided between n 

numbers of devices present in network with multiple 

applications and also ensures the coverage of 5G networks 

all over [8]. In addition, it is spectrum efficient as it can 

use all non-communicated spectrum, can achieve better 

system capacity, reduce energy consumption, and increase 

cell efficiency. Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) has 

appeared as key for spectrum sharing in an opportunistic 

way [9], [10]. A cognitive radio network (CRN) used 

Dynamic Spectrum Access to coexist with a licensed 

network (primary network) for ease of spectrum allocation 

[11]. A users have licensed of primary networks are known 

as primary users (PUs). A user which can operate licensed 

band (PU band) with the permission of licensed user (PU) 

and respect the criteria of PU’s, called Secondary user 

(SU’s) or unlicensed user. Unlicensed Spectrum is the 

open frequency bands to be utilized by an unlimited 

number of users. There is multiple primary networks 

incorporates with 5G network. so, there may be possible, 

that SUs have a problem to selecting one of the primary 

network for network selection problem with characteristics 

in terms of bandwidth, price, and capacity [12], [13]. Most 

of the time, for accessing the spectrum, Price is a main 

criterion for selecting any PU network with specific 

operator. In [14], represents an approach management of 

interference in cognitive femto cell through joint price 

based spectrum sharing and power allocation mechanism. 

In [15] assume that, there is an interaction between PU 

(licensed user) and SUs (unlicensed user) and spectrum 

sharing algorithm is presented price based scheme, through 

the particle swarm optimization (PSO).The difficulty of 

sub-carrier sharing through discrete rate allocation to solve 

price-based spectrum sharing and rate allocation method 

[16]. The network selection problem solved through PSO 

technique [17]. But, there is problem of unmanageable 

nature of the network selection having large processing 

time in 5G networks, so, it is necessary to develop better 

algorithms for solving the network selection problems. So 

that, to improve the previous work, it is necessary to study 

network selection problem.  

The enhancement of design and weights of bolster for-

ward Neural Systems is an intricate assignment of 

extraordinary significance in issues of regulated learning. 

In this work we break down the utilization of the Molecule 

Swarm Enhancement calculation for the streamlining of 

Neural System structures and weights pointing better 

speculation exhibitions through the making of a trade off 
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between low compositional many-sided quality and low 

preparing blunders. For assessing these calculations we 

apply them to benchmark arrangement issues of the 

medicinal field. The outcomes demonstrated that a PSO-

PSO based approach speaks to a substantial other option to 

improve weights and models of MLP Neural Systems.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. A. Neural Network- 

Neural Network is a network for computation and an 

intelligently compute system; by consisting multiple 

connected processing elements (nodes) in wireless 

communication. It is motivated by the human nervous 

systems. Where neurons represent as nodes and nervous 

systems are represented as a network of interconnections 

between nodes, having an activation functions. Neural 

networks have diff erent classes, which would be obtained 

by changing the activation functions of the neurons and the 

structure of the weighted interconnections between them. 

Neural Network having one or more layers of nodes 

(neurons). This is created for the interaction of multiple 

connected processing elements. A Neural Network can 

perform any tasks in system either linear network or non-

linear network. The desired linear connection between the 

input and the output represented by approximated straight 

line, which trained by neural network. In each iteration, the 

square of the error (also called mean square error) is 

measured between the actual and desired output, during the 

training; and applied to a weight algorithm which is 

updating after each iteration. Due to their parallel structure 

where each node connected with each other, neural 

network can continue processing without any problem 

even when some elements of neural network not work (or 

failed). Main element (or part) of the neural network is 

sensor nodes; that’s by NN is also referred as sensor 

network. Data communication between WSN must be an 

efficient and sensor node must be absorbed less power 

during processing. In Every sensor node implant multiple 

sensors; that’s by every sensor node is behaving as source 

of data. In wireless communication, it is not possible to 

communicate BS by using raw data. Hence, these sensor 

data streams necessary to be classified. In neural network, 

a cluster (which is hexagonal shape) also formed by a 

group of sensor nodes. Each and every node transfer its 

own data to a cluster head and then cluster head collect 

these raw data and sum the data and sends to base station. 

ART1 and Fuzzy ART categorized under unsupervised 

neural network models which are used for classification of 

sensor data.  

 ART1 model: Binary (machine) valued input data.  

 Fuzzy ART model: analog data, in which the 

input data is fuzzy valued.  

Another approach using ANNs was developed in [30], and  

also uses RSSI as the network inputs.  The basic Neural 

Network Neurons work as Received n-inputs, than, 

multiply each input by it’s weight and Apply activation 

function by sum of results and Output Results. 

In this paper, algorithms running many times to train the 

neural network. We consider hidden layer size of Neural 

Network is four with size of group 20 and minimum error 

is 0.01. By taking maximum 64 iteration. The benefits that 

Neural Network improves their performance by learn from 

experience and also can deal with incomplete information. 

B. Particle  Swarm Optimization(PSO)- 

An intelligent optimization which based on population or 

the moving of particle in swarm is called Particle swarm 

optimization (PSO). In which, multiple agent (particle) 

solution coexist and collaborate simultaneously. It having 

multiple agents (kth particles) that forms a swarm and 

moving around in search space for searching best solution. 

The location of each and every particle which shows a 

solution is represented in a vector. The PSO algorithmic 

technique starts with an initialize parameter of n random 

number of particles. Each particle allot with a random 

position (Xk) and random velocity (VK) in the search space. 

PSO Inertia weight (w); where, 

 Big value w- greater global search ability  

 Lower w- greater local search ability. 

PSO is a developmental algorithm. At each iteration, every 

particle is update or change its velocity (Vk
new) and position 

(Xk
new) by using eq. (1) and eq. (2). Particle place or 

position in a swarm found through the Fitness function. It 

describes best position (called pbest) and quality of each 

particle. The velocity of each particle is compaired 

continuously with its current value and previous value, 

until reach the optimum value. If previous value is better 

than present value than it changed its value with own best 

previous position (Pbest) that, best position found by 

particle itself (fitness value).  

 Global best (gbest): When every particles in a 

swarm are considered as best to one particle than, 

that particle called “gbest”. 

 Local best (lbest): if some particle (i.e. only 

particle in a group) considered as best neighbor of 

one particle than, that particle called “lbest”. 
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PSO used for channel selection in CRN other than using 

other stochastic algorithms- The PSO has huge advantages 

compared to others that make using it very attractive: 

• Easy to implement. 

• Requires a few parameters needed to be adjusted by the 

user. 

• It provides fast convergence and this will save the 

spectrum sensing process. 

• It provides high accuracy. 

•It requires less computational time compared to others 

heuristics.  

Suppose, Xk represent the position of the kth particle and 

VK represent the velocity of kth particles. In [26], the 

author mentioned that they are updated as 

Vk
new = W * VK + C1r1 (pbestk - Xk) + C2r2 (nbestk - Xk) (1) 

 

Xk
new = Xk * VK

new                                                                        (2) 

Where, 

          W = inertial weight. 

           n = number of particles in the swarm. 

   c1 & c2 = acceleration constants. 

  r1 & r2 = random numbers distributed in [0, 1]. 

In which, W, c1, and c2 represents the changed of their 

own previous velocities, personal best position, and its 

neighbor's best position by the new velocity, respectively. 

At last, the swarm will converge to the optimal location, as 

it is driven by individual particle experience and global 

experience. 

           The proposed 5G LTE network, where, multiple 

primary networks present and cooperating each other. 

Where each primary network has a different number of 

channels with a different capacity are available for the 

SUs. Each network has some limitations in terms of 

interference, subscription cost, and capacity. SUs specify 

their conditions and demands in terms of the maximum 

data rate and the minimum subscription fee that they are 

capable to pay.  The proposed PSO and NN algorithms use 

to find a closed-optimal solution based on SU 

requirements. The goal of this paper is to find best 

network, free route and select network such that the overall 

cost for all SUs is minimized and the overall interference 

acquired to the PUs is also reduced of different primary 

networks and provide more number of SU’s in channel. 

Our work different from previous work [1] in the following 

ways: 

 Proposed method requires minimum number of 

iteration. 

 Population size would be increase. 

  And best network connection providing with fast 

deliver handover route. 

 

Fig.1 Block Diagram of Process 

In our proposed system, we consider a 5G 

heterogeneous system that consolidates numerous essential 

systems. At any given moment, every essential system has 

an alternate number of channels accessible for the SUs, and 

each channel has an alternate limit. Each system has a few 

imperatives as far as obstruction, membership expenses, 

and limit. SUs determine their necessities as far as the base 

information rate and the most extreme membership charge 

that they will pay. Based on SU requirements and primary 

network constraints, we employ the PSO and the NN to 

find a near-optimal solution. The goal of this paper is to 

find a solution such that the overall less no of iteration to 

optimize fitness value and decision weight, in terms of 

RSSI, Loss, bandwidth, Speed, crossover rate and cost. 

Particle Swarm Optimization and Neural Network are used 

to solve the optimization problem and Network Selection 

and Fast Delivery Handover Route. 

ALGORITHM – 

PSO NN algorithm for simultaneous optimization of 

weights Error and Fast Delivery Handover Route 

Section 0: Make a Loop - Create a matrix for PSO to use 

'RSSI', 'Loss', 'BW', 'Speed', 'RTT',' Cost' These are the six 

equivalent RF environments for each deficit above 

Section I: Make a Name -Initialization matrix index 

Section II: Make a Connection -connection matrix, nothing 

connected 

Section III: Make a Route - Prune the connection matrix 

with limited multiple connection M 

Section IV: Make a Bang-Now the random change of route 

or schedule happen! 

Section V: Make a Rescue-Now trying to hand over the 

system, using hope matrix 
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Section VI: Make an Exit-Now trying to go with new 

network, using exit matrix 

Section VII: Make a Final -RDBMS server fails rate Ms 

Section VIII: NN Train -run many times, to train neural 

network 

V. RESULT AND SIMULATION 

For simulating the results the software that is being used is 

the MATLAB R2014a.The following are the simulation 

results for Network Selection and Fast Delivery Handover 

Route in the PSO neural networks. 

The Neural Network iteration method is capable of 

calculating the maximum of the thousand's of the nodes. In 

this each node depends on the previous node for the 

optimal power allocation. For example consider a single 

node and let us assume 10secs as duration for each node 

and if we consider for the 10 nodes then the time should be 

of 100secs. So in this it calculates for each and every node 

and assumes the value itself when there is the multiple 

numbers of the nodes. 

In the random instances method the calculation will be 

done completely in the random manner and finally from 

the above graph the optimal power allocation is obtained. 

 

 (a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig 3 (a) PSO -NN for Iteration and Error (b) Training 

Error and SWD   (c) Fast Delivery HR 

Table I. Parameters value 

PARAMETERS PROPOSED WORK 

Method Hybrid(PSO+NN) 

Iteration 65-70 

Population size PSO- 30 & NN- 30 

Inertial Weight 1-6 

Cross over Rate 0.4 

 

From the table-1 it can be said that as the number of the 

iteration is decreasing as well as population size is 

increasing, inertial weight balance is increasing and cross 

over rate is decreasing.  

TABLE II. MEAN AND STANDARD VALUE OF EPOCH, ERROR AND    

WEIGHT. 

Parameters Epoch Error Weight 

Mean 34.3529 0.0431 0.1667 

Standard 19.5378 0.0214 0.0052 

 

The output of the simulation is Mean Epoch, Mean Error, 

Mean Weight, Standard Epoch, Standard Error and 

Standard Weight values as represent in table II. Where, 

Epoch represent time. Mean error represent average error 

of overall simulation signal values. And Calculating 

variance of signal from mean value. After that, calculating 

standard values of Epoch, Error and Weight, which shows 

optimum value within one standard deviation of the mean. 

This process would be applied for finding mean and 

standard value of Epoch, Error and Weight. Mean error 

represent average of all error in a vector or set, which is 

used for measuring accuracy of system. Weight represents 

balance between exploration and exploitation. In which, 

overall mean weight is 0.1667 and standard weight is 

0.0052. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In the wireless environment, QoS is important criteria for 

Network Selection and Spectrum sharing is the key 

solution to deal with the problem of spectrum scarcity. In 

this paper, we have studied the network selection problem 

and fast delivery handover route in 5G LTE networks. The 

simulation results also show the better performance in less 

no of iteration to optimize fitness value and decision 

weight, in terms of RSSI, Loss, bandwidth, Speed, 

crossover rate and cost to Network Selection and Fast 

Delivery Handover Route. As future works, we consider 

the fusion of the two interleaved tasks (inner PSO and 

outer PSO) in a single PSO searching for weights and 

architectures as a truly simultaneous optimization process.  
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